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Abstract

Mobile surveillance has been recently proposed as a replacement for traditional road-side surveillance system. One
important aspect of a mobile surveillance system is to decide what are the events of interest. In this work, we adopt
the concept of participatory sensing for mobile surveillance by involving a human into the loop of data collection. We
introduce a virtual credit based mechanism to motivate the participants to collect data and share their bandwidth. Finally,
we use a large-scale real-world vehicle trace to evaluate the feasibility of our proposed framework.
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1. Introduction

Video surveillance is commonly used by the police and private security officers to determine and in-
vestigate crimes and other incidents. For example, when a car accident occurs, the police could use video
record to find out who was at fault. However, it has been shown [1] that traditional fixed installations of
surveillance systems often only lead to a movement of criminal behaviors to neighboring areas which are
not under surveillance, or are being monitored in a less obvious fashion. To improve the capability of tradi-
tional systems which need to deploy many cameras in specific locations for wide-area surveillance, mobile
surveillance systems [2, 3, 4] have been proposed to monitor events using video sensors mounted on mobile
devices. One critical issue in a mobile surveillance system is to decide what are the “interesting” or “un-
usual” events. One way to resolve this issue is to adopt the concept of “human computation” [5] by involving
a human into the loop of data collection, given that a person might have a better insight than a machine about
what data is worth collecting. This is also known as participatory sensing [6], and is able to leverage the
increasing sensing capabilities found in consumer devices, such as smartphones or car video cameras. Data
collected from these mobile sensors provides the basis for existing human-centered applications.
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Participatory sensing places demands on the device owners, which could potentially restrict the pool of
willing participants. In this paper we focus on a scenario of distributed vehicle-based mobile surveillance.
We are motivated by the observation that video-capable smartphone and in-car video cameras are more and
more common these days. Data recorded by these video sensors can be used to reconstruct an accident scene
or help police to locate the crime suspect. Here we consider an architecture in which the participants are the
drivers or passengers in the cars. The data recorded by the video sensor can be uploaded via the participant’s
3G-enabled smartphone to a server and later shared with the other participants. For participants who do not
have a 3G connection to the Internet, they can “borrow” their neighboring participants’ Internet connectivity.
Such bandwidth sharing is achieved by the data generator first forwarding its data to a neighboring 3G-
capable participant via WiFi, and then the data is relayed to the server via the Helper’s 3G connection. In
such an architecture, one critical research issue is how to promote the participants’ willingness to contribute
their sensor data and bandwidth.

In this work, we propose a virtual-credit-based protocol that demands strict fair exchange of sensor
data uploads for virtual credit. A user cannot download data directly from the server or indirectly from
the other participants without paying credits, nor can they obtain credits for uploads they did not perform.
This protocol property provides robust incentives for the participants to contribute their bandwidth and data
because the only way a participant can obtain data uploaded by the others or can earn credits is by paying
credits or uploading own sensor data (or sharing its Internet connectivity with other participants).

We assume that different data has different levels of utility, and the amount of credits a participant can
earn is a function of the utility of the data. For example, a high resolution video clip could be worth more
credits than a low-resolution video clip. In addition, we assume that each participant wants to earn as many
credits as possible. There are two kinds of node in our system. The “Helper” is either a node that can help
the others to upload the data to the server through its 3G connectivity, or a node that can relay the data
toward a 3G-capable node. On the other hand, the “Requester” is a node that has some data to be uploaded.
In our protocol, considering the possible short encounter time between vehicles, we assume that a Helper
can help only one Requester at a time. When a Helper receives multiple requests, it will tend to choose the
most-profitable Requester (i.e., the one that could bring the most credits).

Our contribution is twofold. First, we propose an incentive-based framework for vehicle-based mobile
surveillance. Second, we utilize a large-scale vehicle trace to evaluate the feasibility of deploying such a
mobile surveillance system in the real world.

2. Related Work

Our work builds on prior work in mobile surveillance, participatory sensing, incentive-based forwarding.
Cucchiara et al. [4] presented an overview of mobile video surveillance systems, focusing in particular

on the architectural aspects of state of the art approaches iMouse [3] provides a WSN-based surveillance
service combining the advantages of both WSN and video surveillance systems. Greenhill et al. [2] proposed
a mobile surveillance system based on observation streams collected from mobile cameras mounted on
buses. This approach supports retrieval of raw images based on space time and geometry. However, these
works do not consider providing incentives to encourage participants in the network to contribute their data
or bandwidth.

In participatory sensing, each participant senses different data, and many projects have been launched
in this area, some of which are described below. NoiseTube [7] is participatory application monitoring
noise pollution using mobile phones. Suelo [8] is an embedded networked sensing system designed for soil
monitoring. BikeNet [9] is a mobile sensing system for mapping the experience of cyclists. Nericell [10]
monitors road conditions using various sensors in a smart phone to detect portholes and bumps, as well as
vehicles braking and honking their horns. Green GPS [11] is a service that computes fuel-efficient routes
for vehicles between arbitrary end-points by exploiting the vehicular sensor measurements available through
OBD-II. Livecompare [12] is a system that enables users to find bargains in grocery stores and supermarkets
using participatory sensing.

Users’ willingness to contribute their data is critical to the success of participatory sensing. Cheng et
al. [13] proposed a group-level incentive scheme in which mobile users are grouped and share credits, with
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credits earned by one user able to be consumed by other group members. ‘Tit for tat’ [14] is another form
of incentive mechanism that is widely used in P2P networks. Every time when a user wants to download
something, they first need to contribute their own data. LiveCompare [12] provides incentives through its
query protocol. When a user wants to compare the price of a product in a grocery store, they are required
to first send a picture of this product’s price tag to the server. Unlike our work, all these prior work do not
consider the quality of the data and assume every data has the same value. In the Packet Trade Model [15],
each intermediate node buys a packet from its previous hop with some credits, and then sells the packet
to the next hop for more credits. In Packet Purse [15], the number of packets a node can send or relay to
its neighbors is fixed, and the main challenge in this scheme is for the source to predict how many hops
are needed. to successfully deliver a message to the destination. Crowcroft et al. [16] proposed that every
node can determine the price of providing a forwarding service for other nodes based on its own available
bandwidth and battery power. These previous studies assume that the source and the destination are charged
for sending and receiving data. However, in this work, we argue that both the source and the sink (i.e. 3G
node) should be rewarded for providing and forwarding data.

3. System Overview

3.1. Architecture

In our architecture, we assume that every node is equipped with a wireless network interface (such as
WiFi) for local area connectivity, and each piece of data has an utility value. A node that uploads the data to
a server can earn some “virtual credits” based on the utility of the data. However, the node that generates the
data (e.g., records a video clip using its car video camera) might not have the Internet connectivity (e.g. 3G)
needed to upload the data. In such cases, the data source will relay the data directly or indirectly through
WiFi to a 3G-capable node. Once the data arrives at the 3G node, this 3G node will help the source node
upload the data and, as an incentive for the 3G node, a certain percentage of credits earned for that data
will be allocated to this 3G Helper. Given that the source might not able to directly encounter a 3G node,
the source could forward the data to a neighboring non-3G node first, with the hope that this node might
at some point encounter a 3G one and then relay the data. In any case, every time when data is relayed,
some “commission” needs to be paid to the relay node to reward its help. In this work, for simplicity, we
use a fixed commission rate for the relaying service. For example, if we set the commission rate to 7:3, then
the source will earn 70% of the total credits for the data it generates; relay 1 will earn 21% (=30%×70%)
and relay 2 will earn 9% (=30%×30%) of the total credits. Obviously, the last hop to the server will earn
the least credits. Therefore, we define the “minimum utility” for such system, and the relay node will not
consider relaying the data if the amount credits that it might earn less than this. Furthermore, we assume
that the server will maintain an account for each node. When the data is uploaded to the server, the server
will update the account of nodes that participated in the generation and relaying of this data based on the
credits they have earned. A node can use the credits in its account to download data from the server when
needed.

In this work, we consider that different data can have different utility, which represents the quality of
the data. A relay node will estimate the utility of the recorded video data based on how long it has been
generated. In our incentive framework, we assume that each participant node wants to earn as many credits
as possible, where the amount of credits a participant can earn is a function of the utility of the data. The
initial utility of the data when it is first generated can be defined as Uinitial = S , where S is the size of the
data. Once the data is generated, after a period of time T , then the utility of the data becomes U = S ∗ e−λT .
The data can be uploaded to the server by the source if the source has a 3G. Otherwise, the data can be
forwarded to a 3G node through one or more relays. For the first case, the credits that can be earned by the
source are CreditS = U × D, where D is the number of downloads of this data later by the other nodes that
occur later. For the second case, the credits that can be earned by the source are CreditS−R = CreditS × ξ,
where ξ is the enumeration rate. The credits that can be earned by the ith relay is CreditRi = CreditS ×(1−ξ)i.
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3.2. Profit-based forwarding protocol
The participant nodes in our system can be divided into following two kinds. Requester: a node that

is currently carrying some data which needs to be forwarded. Helper: a node that can help the Requester
relay the data to a 3G node. Both the Requester and the Helper nodes will periodically broadcast a HELLO
message to let neighboring nodes know of their existence. The information carried in the HELLO message
is included as follows: N node type: 1: Requester 2: Helper; S size of the data; V speed and direction of the
node; C whether the node has 3G capabilities or not; T the time elapsed since the data was generated by the
source (Requester only); H how many times the data has been relayed (Requester only); U current utility
of the data (Requester only); h the node’s current minimum hop count to a 3G node; τ the most recent time
when a 3G node was seen by the previous relays.

Given that the encounter time between two fast-passing vehicles can be very short, in this work we
assume that a Helper can help only one Requester at a time. When a Helper hears multiple requests, it
only responds to the one with the highest estimated data utility (which will bring it more credits later).
Assuming the current utility value of data in the Requester’s message is U, the Helper can estimate the
possible maximum credits it can earn from relaying this data as U′ = U × e−λ×t, where λ is the commission
rate, and t is the data transmission time from the Requester to the Helper, which is equal to data size(S )

WiFi bandwidth(B) .
The WiFi bandwidth can be estimated as in a prior work [17]. On the other hand, when a Requester receives
multiple responses from more than one Helper, it will select the one that will meet a 3G node at the earliest
possible time since that the utility of the data decreases over time.

When a Helper receives a HELLO message from a Requester, it will first estimate their encounter dura-
tion [18] and see if they have enough time for the data transmission. Here we define a encounter as when two
nodes are within each other’s radio range. This Requester is then added to the candidate list of the Helper if
the estimated encounter time is sufficient to complete the data transfer. The Helper will periodically select
the Requester from its candidate list that is carrying the data with the highest utility value, and send back
an ACCEPT. To avoid looping, Helper cannot relay the same data more than once. Similarly, the Requester
will also construct a candidate list and select a Helper which can bring it the most profit as the next relay to a
3G node. The idea here is to select the next relay which will encounter a 3G node as early as possible. In this
study, we consider the use of three different metrics for choosing the next relay. The first is Hop number (h),
which is the number of times the data has been relayed since a 3G node was last seen. The second metric
D̂ is the possible maximum distance between the candidate Helper and a 3G node, i.e., D̂ = E × V + R × h.
Here R is radio range, E is the time that has elapsed since a 3G node was last seen by one of the previous
relay nodes, and this is equal to the (current time − τ).

Both h and τ are embedded in the HELLO message. Every node stores these information in its internal
memory and update h and τ every time when it overhears a HELLO message as follows: when node Ni

encounters node N j, assuming the values of their h and τ are (hi, τi) and (h j, τ j) respectively. These two
nodes will compare their h and τ. If, say, hi < h j, then N j will update its internal table with h j = hi and
τ j = τi. V is the Helper’s average speed, and R is the radio range.

The last metric T̂ is an estimated time for the candidate Helper to encounter a 3G node, and this is
T̂ = D̂/V . The Requester will select the Helper with the smallest h (or D̂ or T̂ ) from its candidate list as
the next forwarder. The distance-based metric (i.e. D̂) was also used previously in the Terminodes Project
[19] to select the next relay. In section VI, we will evaluate the performance of these three metrics using
real-world vehicle traces.

4. Simulation

In this section, we first use a detailed packet-level vehicular simulator MOVE [20] to evaluate the per-
formance of using different Helper selection strategies. We then discuss the feasibility of deploying our
proposed architecture in the real world using a trace-driven simulation. We enable CSMA/CA in our sim-
ulations and use the TwoRayGround model to simulate the radio propagation. Each car periodically (every
one second) broadcasts HELLO messages to neighboring nodes. We employ 802.11 MAC as the underlying
MAC protocol, and 3G nodes and source nodes are randomly assigned in the simulation. Each simulation
runs for 2,000 seconds, and the maximum radio transmission range is 250m. The enumeration rate is 0.3.
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In the first experiment, we use a 10 × 10 grid map for the road network T , and the length of each
grid is 400m. The roads have four lanes and are bi-directional. As described in Section IV, in this work
we consider the use of three different metrics (i.e. number of hops, distance and time) for the Helper
selection strategy. In our experiment, we compare these three metrics with first-come-first-serve (FCFS)
(which means that the Requester will pick the first Helper that responds to its request). In order to motivate
the participant to upload the data to the server as soon as possible, we define the success rate (which is
the amount o f data uploaded to the server

the amount o f data generated ) as a function of the number of relays (i.e. i) and how long the data has
been in the network since it was generated (i.e. T ). As a result, we find that using the estimated number of
hops to a 3G node performs better than the other approaches, as shown in Fig. 1a, since it tries to minimize
i. On the other hand, FCFS has the worst performance, because it does not consider the geographical
relationship between the Helper and the 3G node. Finally, time-based and distance-based approaches have
similar performance, since the average speed for most of the cars is not significantly different, as it is
restricted by the speed limits, in operation on the roads being used. Next, given that it is difficult to evaluate
our proposed architecture in the real world, we employ trace-driven simulations using a detailed GPS trace
of taxis in Shanghai [21]. Because the trace consists of several months of data and it is impossible to use
the entire trace for our trace-driven simulations, we only use a portion in our simulation. We simulate the
vehicle movement in a 5km × 5km downtown area. The node density is around 40 cars per square kilometer.
We use the trace to evaluate the effects of the 3G penetration rates and radio ranges on the success rate.

As shown in Fig. 1b, with a 3G penetration rate of 20%, the success rate is around 80%. However, as
shown in Fig. 1c, the communication range supported by WiFi (100m to 300m) can only enable less than
50% of the generated data to eventually be uploaded to the server. The average inter-contact time between
any two cars is around 1 minute when WiFi is used for inter-vehicle communication, as shown in Fig. 1d The
recently standardized 802.11p (with a theoretical range of 1000m) will be more suitable for our proposed
framework.

Finally, given a 20% 3G penetration ratio, around 60% of the cars can find a 3G node within 6 hops and
in less than 500 seconds, as shown in Fig. 1e and Fig. 1f.

5. Conclusion and future work

In this work, we propose an incentive scheme for a vehicle-based mobile surveillance system by adopt-
ing the concept of participatory sensing. We first show that car inter-contact rate can be as equally important
as 3G penetration ratio to the success of such a system via an analytical analysis. We then use a large-scale
real-world taxi trace to evaluate the performance of our proposed architecture and show that a wireless tech-
nology that has a long radio range (such as DSRC) might be required for the inter-vehicle communication
in our proposed framework. We are currently building a real-world testbed by implementing our incentive
framework on the Android and IOS platforms.
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